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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study matrices of the form 
S=S(a,p;w;Y) = 
Sl 
[ 1 s, 7 2 
where 
1 L 1 
,ll I 
s, =S(a,o) = ~ 
a--w k l=lk=l 
Yk 
[ I ’ ’ s, = S( p, w;y) = ~ p, - wk I=lk=,’ 
and their transpose. Here ff = (ai);“, p = ( p,);‘, w = (wk):, and y = (Yk): 
are given tuples of pairwise different complex numbers. We assume also that 
yk z 0, cri # pj, cri z wk, and pj z wk for all i, j, and k. In the case that all 
yk equal one (or n = 0) S is a Cauchy matrix. The matrices S under 
consideration consists, in principle, of two Cauchy-matrix parts. Therefore, 
we shall call them paired Cauchy matrices. 
The original motivation for the authors to study paired Cauchy matrices 
arose from some problems connected with the construction of solitonlike 
solutions of nonlinear integrable equations (see [18] and [16]). These prob- 
lems include in particular the invertibility of some special paired Cauchy 
matrices. More precisely, the problem is to give, for fixed data (Y, P, w, a 
parametrization of all y for which the matrix S(cw, /3; w; y) is singular. The 
values of y for which S is singular provide the manifold of singularities of the 
corresponding solution of the nonlinear equation. Using the algebraic results 
about S we show (in Section 7) that for the case m = n = 2 an explicit 
parametrization is possible. 
Note that paired Cauchy matrices are special generalized Cauchy matrices 
in the sense of [ll]. In fact, they fulfill the matrix identity 
AS - Sfi = &II;, (I) 
where A=diag(a, ,..., cr,,p ,,..., /?,),n=diag(w, ,..., Ok), 
n:‘ = (: 
[ 
... :, ‘: ... y ) 1 n?‘= 1 [ 1 
. . . 1 
. . . . . . 2 Yl I Yz *.- Yl . 
Inversion formulas and algorithms for generalized Cauchy matrices were 
presented first in [I21 and later in [lo], [9], [5], [ll], [19], and other papers 
(see also [13] for more information). 
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Like all generalized Cauchy matrices, paired Cauchy matrices are related 
to rational matrical interpolation problems. These problems are extensively 
studied in the monograph [3]. In particular, paired Cauchy matrices are 
related to the problem of finding a rational 2 X 2 matrix function W(h) with 
simple poles, i.e. rank-one residues, at wk and given pole vectors [l yk IT 
(k = l,..., 0, and simple zeros at cq with null vector [l 0] at each q 
(i = 1,. . . ) m> and simple zeros at each pi (j = 1, . . . , n> with null vectors [O 
11. The main result on this problem is: there exists a solution W(A) having no 
other zero or pole data if and only if S is nonsingular and W(h) is given by 
W(A) = I, - T;( A - AZ,,) -‘II,, 
where r: = IIgS-’ and I,, is the identity of order n. Note that W(A) is the 
transfer function of the dynamical linear time-invariant system 
dx 
- = Ax + rI,U, 
dt 
y = r$-X + U, 
where u = (u,(t))f is the input, y = (y,(t)>f the output, and x = (x,(t)): 
the state vector (see [4, 151). Th e matrix S is called, for reasons that are 
explained in [3], the zero-pole coupling matrix. The main idea of [3] is to use 
the zero-pole coupling matrix to solve the interpolation problem. In that way 
the solution of the interpolation problem is reduced to the inversion of S. 
The main idea of our approach is the reverse direction: interpolation 
interpretation is utilized to study the matrix S. In particular, we show that 
invertibility, the inverse matrix, and the kernel of S can be expressed in terms 
of the solution of rational interpolation problems. The basic problem is the 
following classical linearized rational (Cauchy) interpolation problem: 
PROBLEM IP. For given data (Y, p, o, y, find polynomials U,(A), U,(A) 
satisfying 
where 
U,(%) + %%t Ok) = 0 (k = l,...,Z), (2) 
gk=Ykfi(LYt-Wk) ii(PjeWk)* 
i=l I j=l (3) 
The matrix version of this problem can be formulated as follows. 
PROBLEM MIP. For given data as above, find 2 X 2 matrix polynomials 
U satisfying 
11 ~klw%) = 0 (k = l,...,Z). (4) 
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Problem MIP is a homogeneous tangential Lagrange-Sylvester problem in 
the sense of [3]. For the solution of (2) and (4) common algorithms for 
rational interpolation, among them fast, parallel and super-fast ones, can be 
applied (see for example [2, 20, 1, 61). 
Let us formulate one of our main results. 
DEFINITION 1. Problem MIP is said to be regularly solvable if it has a 
manic solution of degree 1. In this case U is called the canonical basis 
solution of MIP. 
THEOREM 2. For 1 = m + n the matrix S is nonsingular if and only if 
problem MIP is regularly solvable. If U = [ U,,]f is the basis solution of 
MIP, then the inverse matrix S-’ = [cij]i is given by 
i 
Eij["ll(Wi)u21(aj) - u2~<wi~u~lCaj>]~ j=l >***1 m, 
cij= &ij[“,,(oi)u~,(Pj-,~~) - u~,(wi)u~I(pi-f,,)], j=m+ l,.--~~, 
where 
Our approach here is quite similar to that presented in [8] for Cauchy- 
Vandermonde matrices. But there is an essential difference between paired 
Cauchy matrices and the Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices: the interpolation 
problems for the latter class can be solved explicitly and lead to explicit 
formulas. This is not the case for paired Cauchy matrices. 
Let us briefly explain the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we dis- 
cuss different interpolation interpretations for paired Cauchy systems and 
their transpose. It is remarkable that quite a few interpretations are possible 
(we do not present all of them), among them one using contour integrals. 
This interpretation, in principle, already appears in [I41 (see [3] for more 
contour-integral interpretations). The main result of Section 2 is that both 
SX = y and SIX = y are related to Problem MIP. 
In Section 3 we use the interpolation interpretation in order to study the 
kernels of S and ST. These kernels can be described with the help of a basis 
solution (in a more general sense as in Definition 1) of MIP. It is also shown 
that the kernel of S is spanned by one or two R-chains which are sequences 
of the form X, fix,. . . , O”-l x. A dual result holds for ST with 1R replaced by 
A. 
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Section 4 is dedicated to nonsingular matrices S. In particular Theorem 2 
will be proved. 
In Section 5 we show that paired Cauchy matrices are equivalent to 
paired Vandermonde matrices, and in Section 6 that they are closely related 
to Loewner matrices. 
Section 7 is dedicated to a special class of 4 X 4 paired Cauchy matrices 
that appears in connection with the solution of nonlinear integrable equa- 
tions. As application of the previous results, we find a parametrization of the 
parameters yk for which the matrix S is singular. 
2. INTERPOLATION INTERPRETATIONS 
To start with, we introduce the polynomials 
H(A) = kc,,‘A - Wk). 
The class of polynomials with complex coefficient with degree n at most will 
be denoted by g,,, and the class of all proper rational (i.e. vanishing at 
infinity) functions having only the simple poles wj (j = 1, . . . , I) by Z(w). 
Clearly, any function f< A) E Z%‘(w) admits the two representations 
f(A)= f:A P( A) 
j=, A - oj 
and f( A) = - 
H(A) ’ 
where xj are certain numbers and P( A> E T[_ i. The connection between 
these representations is given by 
'Cwj) 
xi = ResWj f(A) = ~ 
1 H(A) 
H’( Oj) 
and P(A) = c -x 
k=l A - wk k’ (5) 
where Res means residue. 
We relate now the equation 
sx = y, (6) 
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where y = (y,):‘” is given and x = (xk)i is unknown, with the following 
interpolation problem: 
PROBLEM IPl. For given yi (i = 1,. . . , m + n), find functions fi,fi E 
SC w) satisfying 
fit&i) =Yi ci = l,...,m), f*( pj) =Ym+j (j= l,...,n) (7) 
and 
ok Reswk fi - Reswk f~ = 0 (k = l,...,Z). (3) 
PROPOSITION 3. The equation Sx = y is equivalent to Problem IPl in the 
following sense: lf <fi, fz) is a solution of IPl, then x = (ResWk f,>i is a 
solution of Sx = y, and if x = (xk>“, is a solution of Sx = y, then a solution 
<fi, fi> of IPl is given by 
The proof is immediate. 
Now we take into account that fl = P,/H, f2 = P,/H for polynomials 
P,, P, E9l-1, and we arrive at the following interpolation problem: 
PROBLEM IP2. For given yk (k = 1,. . . , m + n>, find polynomials P,, 
P, E gL_ 1 satisfying 
P1(ai) = H(cxi)yi (i = l,...,m), 
(9) 
Pz( Pj> =H( Pj)ym+l (j = l,...,n) 
and 
YkPdwk) - ‘dwk) =’ (k = l,...,Q. (10) 
As a consequence of Proposition 3 we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4. The equation Sx = y is equivalent to the interpolation 
problem IP2 in the following sense: lf (P,, Pz> is a solution of IP2 then 
X = ( P,( a+ )/H ‘( wk >>; is a solution of Sx = y, and if x = (xk): is a solution 
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of SX = y then u solution (P,, Pe) of IP2 is given by 
195 
P,(A) = c -x 
k=l A - wk k’ 
P,(h) = c - 
k=I A - OkYkXk. (11) 
Next we relate the equation to another interpolation problem. For this we 
introduce, for given y = (yk)l E C’, numbers 
and 
Tk = &(wk - Yk%k). 
k 
(12) 
We consider the following interpolation problem: 
PROBLEM IP3. For given 77 = (qk >i, find polynomials Q, E L?‘~ _ ),, , and 
Q2 E cYD1 ,, I such that 
hQ,(Wk) - Qd~k) = 77~~ (13) 
where 6, is defined by (3). 
Note that 
G,( Wk) 
6, = yI,- 
G,(wk) ’ 
PROPOSITION 5. The equation Sr = y is equicalent to Problem IP3 in the 
following sense: Zf (Q1, Qz> as a solution of IP3 then a solution of Sx = y is 
given by 
X k= 
qlk + G,(%-)Q,(w,) = 77~ + G,(wk)Qdwk), 
H’( “Jk) H’( Ok) 
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and if x = (xk): is a solution of Sx = y then a solution of IP3 is given by 
H(A) z 1 
a(*) = - c G,(A) k=l hxw, (14 
H(h) l 1 
Qdh) = ___ c G,(A) k=lh-’ (15) 
proof. Let <Q1, QJ b 
and Pj by 
e a solution of IP3. We introduce polynomials Pp 
P;(A) = c -- * Gd*) ff( P.> 
i=l h - ai G;(q) yi’ Pi(A) = c -2 i=l A - pj G’,( pj) yj+ma 
Then P:(q) = H(ai)yi (i = 1, . . . , m), P,“( pj) = H( p,)~,+~ (j = 1 
>--., n), p:(q) = vlk, and Pi(q) = vzk (k = 1,. . . , 1). We define now 
P, := P,o + G,Q,, P, := P; + G,Q,. 
Then we have P,, Pz Egl-1, 
and 
P,(q) =H(q)y, (i = l,...,m), 
P2(Pj)=H(Pj)Yj+fn (j=l,...,n), 
YkP1( wk) - pZ( wk) 
= Yk%k - %k + YG,( Wk)Qdwk) - Gdwk)@z(wk) 
= Gzhk)[-‘Vk + akQdwk) - Qb’k)] 
= 0. 
Hence (P,, Pz) is a solution of IP2. Now by Proposition 2 a solution of 
Sx = y is given by 
Pl( Ok > %k + G,( Wk)Qd f’Jk) 
xk = H,(okj = 
H’(wk) ’ 
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Vice versa, let x = (xk)i be a solution of Sx = y. Then according to 
Proposition 2 a solution of IP2 is given by (11). Since P1(ai) = H(cxi)yi and 
PZ( pi> = H( Pj)yj+,,l, the polynomial P, - P,(’ has zeros at cxi and the 
polynomial P, - Pi at pi. Thus the functions Q1 = (P, - PF)/G, and 
Q2 = (P, - Pi)/& are actually polynomials. Now it is immediately checked 
that Q,, Q2 are given by (14) and (15) an d really represent a solution of IP3. 
n 
We give now an interpretation of the equation Sx = y as a contour- 
integral interpolation problem. This interpretation was given for the homoge- 
neous equation Sx = O in [I4]. Let r denote a positively oriented smooth 
contour surrounding all numbers (Y,, Pi, and wk. The class of all rational 
functions of the form g(A) = G,( A)f( A) where f E 9( w) is denoted by 
9( (Y, w). The functions from 9’( (Y, w) have simple zeros cq and simple 
poles wk. 9% /3, w) is defined analogously. 
We consider the following contour-integral interpolation problem. 
PROBLEM IP4. For given yi (i = 1,. . . , m + n), find functions g, E 
L%‘( a, w) and gZ E 9( p, w) satisfying 
1 
-- 
/ 
gd *1 1 
---dh=y,, -- 
25-i rh-ai / 
gz( A) 
___ dh = yj+,, 
27ri rA-Pj 
Yk Res,k $5 - Reswkgz = 0 
f or i = 1,. . . , m, j = 1,. . . , n, and k = 1,. . . ,1. 
PROPOSITION 6. The equation Sx = y is equivalent to Problem IP4 in the 
following sense: lf (gl, gz) is a solution of IP4 then x = (Resmk gl): is a 
solution of Sx = y, and if x = (xk)i is a solution of Sr = y then a solution of 
IP4 is given by 
’ G2(A) YkXk 
g2(h) = kFI h_o G,( wk) . (16) 
k 
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f+-oaf. lf (g,, gJ is a solution of IP4, then, by the residue theorem, 
and 
-~/r~da=~,~Res~;g,=y.,+, (j=l,..., n). 
(18) 
Hence x = (ResWk gl)i is a solution of Sx = y. 
Vice versa, let x = (~~1; be a sohition of Sr = y, and let g, and gz be 
defined by (16). Then clearly g, E s%‘( (Y, o) and g, E 9?( /3, 0). Moreover, 
Res,, g, = xk and ResWk g2 = ykrk. Thus the relations (17) and (18) hold. 
That means that (g,, g,) is a solution of IP4. W 
We consider now the transpose equation 
s7‘x = y. (19) 
This equation is straightforwxdly equivalent to the following interpolation 
problem. 
PROBLEM IP5. For given y E Cl, find fi E s( Q ), fs E s( P) such that 
fl(%) + Ykf*(WI,) = Yk (k = l,...,Z). (20) 
PROPOSITION 7. i%e equation STr = y is equivalent to Problem IP5 in 
the following sense: Zf (f, , fi) . 1s a solution of IP5, then a solution of S?‘x = y 
is given by x = (xi);+“, 
i 
R%, fl ) i = l,..., ?71, 
xi = Resp_ f2, i=m+l,...,m+n. t ,,/ 
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Zfx = (Lq>;n+” is a solution of STx = y, then a solution of IP5 is given by 
f,(A) = ?A, fi(A) = 2 xj+,,. 
I j-1 "-Pj 
We now transform Problem IP5 into a problem involving only polynomi- 
als. It is remarkable that the corresponding problem is very similar to IP3. 
PROBLEM IP6. For given ( yk){, find polynomials P, E 9,?, _ 1 and P, E 
9 no 1 such that 
P,(%) + %PZ(Wk) = Gd%)Yb (21) 
where 6, is defined, as above, by 6, = ykG,( 6.+)/GP( 0,). 
PROPOSITION 8. The equation STx = y is equivalent to Problem IP6 in 
the following sense : Zf (P,, P,) is a solution of IP6, then a solution of 
STx = y is given by 
i 
PI( ai)/Gi( ai>) i = I,...,m, 
xi = Pz( &,)/G’,( pip,,,), i = m + l,..., m + n. (22) 
zfx = (Xi);L+n is a solution of STx = y, then a solution of IP6 is given by 
m G,(A) 
P,(A) = c px. 
’ G,(A) 
i=l A - cyi ” 
Pz(A) = c px. 
j=l A - pj I+“” (23) 
Proof. Setting fi = P,/G, and f2 = P,/G,, we have P, E 9,,,_ 1 and 
pz Egn-l> and (20) goes over into (21). Thus (P,, Pz) is a solution of IP6 if 
and only if <f,, fi> is a solution of IP5. It remains to apply Proposition 5 
and to take Res,, fi = Pl(cxi)/G’(cxi) and Resp, f. = P,( flj)/Gk( pj> into 
account. n 
3. KERNEL DESCRIPTION 
In this section we relate the kernel of S and ST with the solution of 
Problem IP. For k = 0, k 1, + 2,. . . , let E7k denote the class of all pairs 
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(Pi, P,)with I’, EP~~_,+~, I’, •.9_i+~ satisfying P,(wk) + S,+P2(ok) = 0 
fork = l,..., 1, i.e., (Pi, P2) is a solution of Problem IP. Clearly, %Yk G ek+ 1 
and hgk c gk+i. 
Let us note that the space %!Y~ is closely related to the kernel of paired 
Vandermonde matrices which will be defined in Section 5. In fact, we have 
(Pi, P,) E %Y~ if and only if the vector of the coefficients [Pi P,lT of the 
polynomials Pi, P, belongs to the kernel of V,,, +k, n +k(w, 6). From this 
interpretation it is immediately clear that ‘Zk # {O) for m + n + 2 k - I > 0, 
i.e. if k > ~/2, where 
K := I- m - n (24) 
is the index of S. 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 5 and Proposition 8 we 
obtain the following two theorems on the kernel of paired Cauchy matrices 
and their transpose. 
THEOREM 9. Zf Su = 0, u = (uk)i, then 
are polynomials and (Q2, -Q,> belongs to FK, where K is defined by (24). 
Vice versa, if (u,, u,) E gK then the vector u = (u, >I, 
G,( wk) 
u - 
k - H’( &+) u,( wk > 
belongs to the kernel of S. In particular, S has full column rank if and only if 
%qK = IO}. 
THEOREM 10. If S’G = 0, v = (vk)y+n, then (P1, P,) defined by 
m G,(h) 
P,(A) = c -v. n G,(A) 
i=lh-ai ” 
P*(h) = c -2). 
i= l  A - pj ‘+m (26) 
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belongs to %F,;,. Vice uersn, if (I’,, Pz) E SF,, then the vector v = (vi);” + ‘, 
i 
P,(%)/G(%), i=l ..) m, 
” = P2( &,,,)/G’,( &,,1), i = ri’+ 1,. . . , rn + n, 
belongs to the kernel of S’. In particular, S hns ftdl row rank if and only if 
PC;, = (01. 
COROIS,AHY 11. The square paired Cauchy mutrir S is .singular if and 
only if there exists a rational &ction r(h) = P,(h)/P,(h) with deg P, < m, 
deg P, < n satisfying 
r( Wn) = 6, (k = l,...,l = m + n), 
where the 6, are rlefinecl by (3). 
In that way we have got a parametrization of all values of 6, and with it 
for all yli, for which S( a, /3; o; y) is singular when CY, p, and w are fixed. 
This is important for the application in Section 7. 
Let us discuss the special case of a 4 X 4 paired Cauchy matrix S,, 4 with 
m = n = 2 (such a matrix will appear in Section 7). 
According to Corollary 11, SdX 4 is singular if and only if there exists a 
linear fractional function +(A) = (ah + h)/(cA + d> satisfying 
4(q) = 6, (k = 1,2,3,4). 
According to elementary function theory a nonconstant function 4 with this 
property exists if and only if the cross ratios of w and 6 coincide, i.e. 
The latter can be written in the form 
det 1 = 0. (27) 
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Observe that this condition also holds if there is a constant function 4 
satisfying the interpolation conditions. Thus SJX4 is singular if and only if 
(27) is fulfilled. This result will appear in more general form in Section 6. 
In order to give a more precise characterization of the kernels of S and 
ST we need the concept of fundamental system or basis matrix. This concept 
rests on the following result. 
PROPOSITION 12. For given data (w, S) there exists a pair of integers 
(v1, vp), v1 G v2> satisfying v1 + v2 = K, where K is gizjen by (241, and two 
pairs of polynomials U, = (UI,, U,,) E eV’,,, U, = (U,,, U,,) E SV2 with the 
following properties: 
1. If k < vl, then %Yk = (O}. 
2. Ifv,<k<v,,then 
kFk = {p(A)U,(h) :deg p < k - v,}. 
3. If v2 < k, then 
gk = {P~(A)U,(A) + ~~(AlU,(A):deg pl <k - v,,deg p2 <k - Q). 
The proposition can be proved using the interpretation of ‘Zk as a kernel 
of paired Vandermonde matrices, with the same arguments as for the kernel 
structure theorems for Hankel matrices (see [12, p. 80 ffl). 
The two integers vi and vZ will be called characteristic degrees corre- 
sponding to the data (w, 6). With the polynomials Uij (i, j = 1,2> appearing 
in Proposition 12 we form the 2 X 2 matrix polynomial U = [Ujj]f. U is 
called the basis matrix corresponding to the data (w, 6). This name is due to 
the fact that any solution of Problem MIP is given by UP, where P is an 
arbitrary 2 X 2 matrix polynomial. Concerning the module-theoretic interpre- 
tation of the basis matrix we refer to [7] and references therein. 
Applying Theorem 9, we obtain the following 
THEOREM 13. Let U = [Uij]f be a basis matrix corresponding to (w, S), 
and let (vl, v,) be the corresponding characteristic indices. Furthermore, let 
= (xlk):, x2 = (xZk):, w, = (~~~);l+~, w2 = (wzj>T+, be the vectors 
ZL&ned by 
G,( wk > 
Xik = 
H’( wk) ‘2i( Ok) 
(k = l,..., 1, i = 1,2) 
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and 
i 
v,,( y)/G’d a;)> j = l,...,m, 
wii = qx( Pj-,,,)/G’,( p ,_,,, ), j = tn + I,. . . , nz + n, 
i = 1,2. Then concerning the kernel of S the following i.s true: 
1. The kernel of S is trivial if up < 0. 
2. lf v, < 0 < up, then a basis of ker S is given by 
XI, D( @)X1 ) . . . )  D( w)y2-‘x,, 
where D(w) = dia$w,, . . . , a,>. 
3. If v, > 0, then a basi.s of ker S is given by 
xi, D(w)x,,..., D(w)“-“‘-‘s, (i = 1,2). 
Furthermore, concerning the kernel of S’ the follozcing ho1d.s: 
1. If v, 2 0 then ker S’ = (0). 
2. If v, < 0 < v2, then a basis of the kernel of S7’ is given by 
where D(a, p) = diagCcr,, . . . . a ,,,, PI,. .., P,,). 
3. If vq < 0, then a basis of ker S’ is given by 
wi, D((Y, /3)w ,,..., D(a> P)-“‘-‘q (i = 1,2). 
4. INVERSION 
In this section we show that the inverse of a paired Cauchy matrix 
S = S(a, p; o; 6) can easily be obtained with the hep of the solution of 
Problem IP (see Introduction). We assume always that 1 = III + n, i.e. that 
the matrix S is square. 
We start with the matrix identity (1). Let e,, e2 E C’ be the columns of 
KI,, and 1 be defined by 1 = (1, . . . , l)?‘, which is the first column of n,. We 
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consider the following “fundamental” equations: 
su, = e,, su, = e2, (28) 
STv, = 1, STv, = y. (29) 
The following is a specialization to paired Cauchy matrices of a result 
which is well known for generalized Cauchy matrices (see for example [12, 
111). 
THEOREM 14. Zf one of the pairs of equations (28) or (29) is solvable, 
then S is nonsingular (hence the other pair is also solvable) and its inverse is 
given by 
UliVlj + uziv2j 
1 
I 1 
s-1 = _ 
wi - a, 
i=lk=l 
(30) 
where a, = c+ fork = l,..., m and uk = Pk for k = m + l,..., n, uk = 
(u&+ vk = (v&l. 
Now we show how the fundamental equations are related to the interpola- 
tion problem IP. Let pj’ denote the class of all manic polynomials with 
degree 1. 
First observe that the first equation of (28) is equivalent to the interpola- 
tion conditions 
f,(cxi) = 0 (i = l,..., m), fz(Pj) =O (j= l,...,n) (31) 
for the functions 
f,(A) =fd A) := 1 - kil & 
k 
and 
fi(h) =fdh) := -kcl E. 
k 
(32) 
(33) 
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The second equation is equivalent to the interpolation conditions (31) for the 
functions 
f,(A) =fdA) := - k$, +
wk 
and 
f2( A) =f12( A) := 1 - kt, $J$ 
k 
(34) 
(35) 
Next we remark that fii (i,j = 1,2) admit representations fi, = Pij/H, 
where P,,, P,, ~9: and’ P,,, P,, ~9~_,. The interpolation conditions (31) 
go over into 
P,(q) = 0 (i = l,...) m), P2(Pj) =o (j= l,...,n) 
for P, = P, , , P,, and P, = P,,, P,, , and the relation between f, and jz can 
be expressed as 
ykP,( q) = H’( ok) ResWk f, = H’( Ok) Res,& f2 = ps( wk). (36) 
Hence (31) is equivalent to the existence of polynomials Q, = Q,, ~9,1), 
Qz = Q,2 E 9,,,_, or, respectively, of polynomials Qi = Q2, EL?,,_ ,, Q3 = 
Qz2 E 9,! satisfying P, = G, Q, and P, = G,Q,. The condition (36) can be 
written in terms of the Qi as 
ykG,( q)&( wk) = Gz( Ok)&(q) (k = I,..-, I>- 
This can be written in the form 
Qz(‘%) - ‘%Q,(Wk) = 0 (k = l,...,Z). 
Thus (Qz , -9,) is a solution of IP, and the matrix 
is a solution of MIP. Furthermore, it is easily checked that U is manic. That 
means that MPI is regularly solvable if U is a canonical basis solution of MPI. 
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Vice versa, reversing all arguments, we conclude that a canonical basis 
solution of MPI provides the solution of the fundamental equations, namely 
G( %) 
--u,,(%) udi = N’(Wk) (k = l)...) 1, i = 1,2). 
Now we consider the second pair (29) of fundamental equations. First 
observe that the first equation of (29) is equivalent to the interpolation 
condition 
fl(Wk) + YkfZ(Wi) = (1 (37) 
for functions f,, fi of the form (32) and (33), and the second equation of 
(29) is equivalent t o tl or interpolation condition for functions f, and f2 of the 
form (34) and (35). Next we represent fij as in the form fij = Pij/Gj. We 
have P,, ~9,451, P,, l 9,,,_ ,, P,, ~9,~~ ,, and Pz2 E I’,:, and (37) is equiva- 
lent to 
G2(%)Plt(Wk) + ~kG,(%)P2,(~,) = 0 (k = l,..., I, i = 1,2) 
and to 
P,i( Wk) + t&Pgi( WI;) = 0 (k = I,..., 1, i = 1,2). 
Hence P = [I’,,]; is a solution of MPI. Since P is also manic, it is equal to 
the canonical b&is solution of MIP. Consequently, the vectors o)l and c2 are 
given by 
- U,,( @k)/G\( Qk>> i = 1,2, k = l,..., m, 
Gik = 
Uzi( &_,,,)/G’,( &,,,), i = 1,2, k = m + l,..., m + n. 
This leads to Theorem 1. 
5. CONNECTION WITH PAIRED VANDERMONDE MATRICES 
We show now that paired Cauchy matrices are related to paired Vander- 
monde matrices, which are defined as follows. For a given m-tuple a = (ai):, 
let V&(Y) denote the matrix 
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For w = (wk)i, 6 = (a,);, and natural numbers m and 72, we denote by 
V,,,,(o; 8) the matrix 
where D(6) = diag(6,, . . . , 6,). 
Let us agree upon the following notation. If (Y = (ai):, then D(a) till 
denote the diagonal matrix D( (Y) = diag( al, . . . , a,). If F(A) is a function 
and (Y = (q);l, then F(a) will denote the m-tuple (F((Y~), . . . , F(cY,,)). 
In order to get a relation between the transpose paired Cauchy matrix 
sr = S(a, p; 0; r)r and the paired Vandermonde matrix V,n,,(~, 6), we 
employ Proposition 6. 
Suppose that Srx = y, x(l) = (xi>;‘, xc2) = (x~)::;. Then, according to 
(2% 
wl( 4)x (I) = V,,( cf))Pll D(G( P>b C2) = V,( P)P2. 
Here 5 denote the coefficient vector of the polynomial P$ A). The matrices 
V,,,(o) and V,(P) are nonsingular. Hence 
V,(a)-’ 0 1 D(GWSI,( P>). (39)0 V”( W’ 
On the other hand, (21) can be written in the form 
V,(w)P, + D(~)V,,(w)P, = v,,,(~; 6) 
p, I 1 p = D@,+J))Y. (40) 2 
Combining (39) and (ho), we obtain the followmg. 
THEOREM 15. The matrix ST = S(CX, p; w; -yjT is connected with the 
paired Vandermonde mtrix V,,,,(o, 61, where 6 is given by (31, via the 
relation 
ST = D(G,( w))-‘Vmn( w; 8) V”L(& 0 o Vn( w’ 1D(G’hWd P>>. 
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COROLLARY 16. The matrix $a, /3; w; y> is nonsingular if and only $ 
the matrix V,,, “( w, S ) is nonsingular. 
Note that Theorem 15 also implies a relation between the determinants of 
the paired Cauchy matrix S and the paired Vandermonde matrix V,,,n(~, 6). 
6. CONNECTION WITH LOEWNER MATRICES 
In this section we restrict ourselves, for the sake of simplicity, to the case 
m = n. We show that in this case paired Cauchy matrices are related to 
Loewner matrices, which are defined as follows. 
For given l-triples w = (ok){ and 6 = (a,)‘, and natural n < 1, we 
denote by L,(w, 6) the (1 - n> X n matrix 
n 
t=n+lk=l 
Matrices of this form are called Loewner matrices. 
The definition of L,( o, 6) suggests dividing the tuple w into two parts: 
w(l) = ( wk)y and w@) = (wk)f,+r. 
We introduce also the two polynomials 
H,(A) = jj (A - Wk) and Hz(A) = I_fIil(h - wk). 
n 
First we show that the interpolation problem IP6 is related to a certain 
system of equations with the coefficient matrix L,(w, 8). 
PROPOSITION 17. Let (P1, Pz) b e a solution of IP6, and 5 = ((k);, 
& = P,( wk)/H;(wk). Then 5 is a solution of the Loewner matrix equation 
L,( co, S)t = C,D, y(l) - D, y? (41) 
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where y (I) = (y&, y @) = ( Yk >!, + , , 
1 [ 1 1 ” c, = q w(Z), &A’)) = w, - wk i=n+l k=l 
D, = D(G,(w”‘))D(H;(w”‘))-I, 
D2 = D(G,(&)))D(H,(w(“)))-‘. 
Vice versa, if 5 = ( tk);l is a solution cf (41), then a solution of IP6 is given 
hY 
Yk - 6k tk 
” H,(A) 
P;(A) = c ---6 
k=, A - wk k’ 
(42) 
(43) 
Proof. Let (P, , P,) b e a solution of IP6 and tk = P,( w,)/H;( ok). Then 
by Lagrange’s formula (43) holds. Hence, for i = n + 1, . . . , I, 
(44) 
On the other hand, again by Lagrange’s formula and according to the 
interpolation conditions (21), we have for k = 1,. . _ , n 
” H,(A) pl(wk) 
P,(h) = c ~~ 
k=l A - wk ff;(wk) 
This can also be written in the form (42). Hence 
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for i = n + 1,. . . ,1. Summing up (44) and (45) and taking the interpolation 
conditions (21) for i = n + 1, . . . ,1 into account, we obtain 
1 G,( Wk > 
wi - wk H;( wk) ‘k. 
The relation (41) is just the matrix form of this equality. 
Vice versa, let 5 be a solution of (41) and let (I’, , P,> be defined by (42), 
(43). Then it is easily checked that this is indeed a solution of IP6. n 
Now we connect the equations S?‘x = y directly with a Loewner equa- 
tion. Let (P,, Pz) be the solution of IP6 that corresponds to Srx = y. P, and 
P, can be represented in the form (42) (43) but also in the form (23). Thus 
‘2( wk) 
tk = Hr(wk) = 
G,(wk) n 1 
c 
H’( Ok) j=, iq?g”““. 
This can be written in the form 
5 = D,C, d2), 
where xC2) = (CC,>:: ,, 
1 
c, = s(o”‘, p) = ____ 
[ 1 wk - pj ’ D, = D(G,( o))D( H’( w))-‘. 
Applying the previous proposition, we obtain 
L,( w, 6) D&,x (2) = C, D, y(1) - D, y(2). 
The first n rows of S can be represented in the form 
[C” D‘4C21, 
where D4 = diag( yl, . . . , y,, ). Thus we have 
ox (l) + D,C,X(2) = y(l). 
(46) 
(47) 
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The relations (46) and (47) can be united in 
Note that the Cauchy matrices C,, and C, are nonsingular. Thus we arrive at 
the following. 
THEOREM 18. The matrices ST and L,( w, S) are connected via 
In particular, the matrices ST and I, @ L,(w, S> are equivalent, and S and 
L,( w, S> have the same rank. 
7. AN APPLICATION 
The papers [16, 181 ( see also [I7]) of two of the authors are dedicated to 
the construction of exact solutions of some nonlinear integrable equations 
such as the nonlinear SchrSdinger, modified Korteweg-de Vries, sine-Gordon, 
and sinh-Gordon equations. The main idea of the approach is to consider the 
nonlinear equations together with corresponding linear systems. Then by 
using methods of inverse spectral problems solutions of the nonlinear equa- 
tions can be found. In that way, rational solutions for the linear equations 
lead to solutions of the nonlinear equations which can be represented as 
quotients of the determinants of paired Vandermonde or paired Cauchy 
matrices. Here the data oi, flj, and wk appearing in the matrices are just 
poles and zeros of the rational function, and the yk are functions depending 
on the time and displacement variables x and t. 
It is important to know the curves of singularities in the xt plane of the 
solutions. These curves can now be described as the zeros of functions 
defined by paired Cauchy or Vandermonde determinants. We show now that 
in the case m = n = 2 an explicit parametrization of these curves can be 
given. 
According to [18, 161 we have to consider 4 x 4 paired Cauchy matrices 
with real (Y~ (i = 1,2) and wk (k = 1,. . . ,4), 
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and yk = yk(r, t) := exp 2(0+x + 8,t). Here x and t are real variables, Oi, 
o2 are given reals, and 8, = -8,, 6, = - 8,. Note that ys = 7:’ and 
y4 = r; I. Furthermore, 6, = yk ck for k = 1,2, where .Q. is defined by 
(aI - wk)(a2 - wk) 
& - 
k - (a, + ok)(a2 + wk> (k = 1,2), 
and 
6, = s,l, s, = s,‘. 
Since the matrix S depends on x and t, we indicate this dependence by 
writing S = S(x, t). The problem is to parametrize the set of all (x, t) E R2 
for which the matrix S( x, t) is singular. Note that in the case of the 
sinh-Gordon equation one has 8, = I/wk, and in the case of the modified 
Korteweg-de Vries equation one has 8, = - ~2. 
According to Corollary 11 a 4 X 4 paired Cauchy matrix is singular if and 
Only if +(o~) = 6, (k = 1,2, $4) f or a linear fractional function 4. In our 
case the ok are two pairs of points which are symmetric with respect to the 
imaginary line, and the corresponding 6, are symmetric with respect to the 
unit circle. Therefore, by elementary function theory, 4 must have the form 
A-a 
4(A) = h+n exp(ilCI) 
for real $I and complex a. Since in our case, in addition, the ok and 8, are 
real, the number a also must be real and I,!J = 0 or Ic, = 7r. Thus 4(A) = 
+ (h - a)/( h + a). The interpolation conditions go over into 
wk - a 
f-= 
wk + a 
Ek exp2( wkx + ekt) (k = 1,2). (48) 
Note that for k = 1 and k = 2 there must be the same sign in the latter 
condition. This leads to 
sign &L&2 = sign (w: - a’)( co: - a”). (49) 
We introduce the functions 
(k = 1,2). 
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Eliminating x and t in (481, we obtain 
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The domain for the real parameter a is given by (49). If, for example, E~ and 
;: 
have the same sign and 0 < o, < w2, then the domain is the interval 
WI> @,I. 
The relations (50) provide now a parametrization of the singularity curve 
of the corresponding solution of the corresponding nonlinear equation. It is 
now easy to study the asymptotics of these curves, which are important for 
application (see [ 171). 
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